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Historical Society actively preserve the country’s legal history.
Yale Law School’s Avalon Project at www.yale.edu/lawweb/
avalon/avalon.htm provides the full text of hundreds of law-
related documents, from a 122 BC law to more recent counter-
terrorism orders. When it comes to Australia’s legal history,
J.M. Bennett’s Lives of the Australian Chief Justices series is a
positive development, as is the recent biography of Owen Dixon
by Philip Ayres (Owen Dixon, Carlton, Miegunyah Press, 2003).
There is, nonetheless, still much work to be done.

Legal history is important because of its close alliance to
broader questions of social history. The history of law in
Melbourne, for example, is linked to the growth of the city and
its institutions, and many of Melbourne’s early lawyers had
important roles in shaping the city. Sir Redmond Barry, Justice
of the Supreme Court of Victoria from 1852 to 1880, was also
the Chancellor of the University of Melbourne and founder of
the State Library of Victoria. Henry Bournes Higgins, who
studied law at the University of Melbourne (graduating in
1874), had an important role in shaping the Australian
constitution and served as a justice of the High Court from 1906
to 1929. He is perhaps best known for his judgment in the
Harvester Case, which established the concept of a minimum
wage and so influenced the lives of millions of Australians.

Legal History Resources Online at www.law.unimelb.
edu.au/lrc/pub/lhro/ is a new website aimed at
facilitating access to legal history resources held in

University of Melbourne collections, with particular emphasis
on the University of Melbourne Archives (UMA) and the Legal
Resource Centre (Law Library).

The website project was inspired by the realisation that while
interest in legal history – and particularly Australia’s legal
history – is real, knowledge of what sources are available could
be improved. The UMA, for example, holds over 1200 metres of
law-related records, while the Law Rare Book Collection has
over 1000 rare and early legal texts. Queries at the Legal
Resource Centre (LRC) show that an understanding of legal
changes and processes is highly relevant to students.
Researchers visiting the LRC are interested in many subjects,
such as Melbourne’s milk supply regulations in the late 19th and
early 20th century, Australia’s first female lawyers, law
students’ societies in the early 20th century and censorship in
17th century England.

Despite this enthusiasm for legal history, Australia falls
behind Europe and the USA when it comes to preserving and
researching its legal heritage. There is a strong tradition of
judicial biography in the USA, and societies such as the
American Society for Legal History and the Supreme Court
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Legal history presents particular problems for information
managers, whether archivists or librarians. Being neither purely
history nor purely law, it is regarded as occupying the awkward
middle ground between the two disciplines. History students
often find themselves turning to legal sources, but are rarely
given training in how to use basic legal research tools, such as
case citators. Moreover, as legal history sources are often held in
law libraries, they can be seen as out of reach of non-law
students.

Legal History Resources Online tries to bridge the gap
between law and history, and to make more widely known some
of the remarkable resources held in University of Melbourne
collections. UMA’s law-related materials, for example, include
collections from Victorian legal firms, individual lawyers and
judges, legal academics, professional bodies and the
University’s Faculty of Law, many of which reinforce the
broader relevance of legal history. To take one example, in 1961
Robert Peter Tait was convicted of murder and sentenced to
death. The Melbourne firm of Heffey and Butler, the records of
which are held at the UMA, represented Tait in his appeal for a
stay of execution on the grounds of insanity. Documents
presented at Tait’s appeal showed that his mental health was
impaired at the time of the murder, and on the 5th of December
1962 the death sentence was commuted. Tait was sent to jail
with his papers marked ‘never to be released’. The Tait case is
an important one in Australian legal history, but it also had a
broader social effect in bringing debates about capital
punishment to the fore.

The records in the UMA are usefully complemented by the
rare and early legal texts in the Law Rare Book Collection. The
collection includes significant Australian material, such as an

early Melbourne printing of the five Imperial Acts establishing
a colonial judiciary and representative government,1 a rare
imprint of William Edward Hearn’s Plutology or, The theory of
the efforts to satisfy human wants, Australia’s first economics
text, and an early example of Australian judicial biography,
Edward E. Morris’ A Memoir of George Higinbotham: an
Australian politician and Chief Justice of Victoria (London,
Macmillan, 1895). It is also strong in early printed texts,
including classic legal treatises such as Sir John Skene’s
dictionary of Scottish legal terms, De Verborum Significatione
(Edinburgh, printed by Robert Walde-graue, 1597).

The Legal History Resources Online website allows users to
explore these collections via a number of themes: ‘Law in Early
Victoria’, ‘Law at the University of Melbourne’, ‘Federation’,
‘Judges, Lawyers and Professional Bodies’, ‘Law Firms’ and
‘Law Reports and Trials’. The site does not aim to provide
comprehensive, full-text coverage of legal sources, but rather to
point to some of the more significant items in the collections,
and suggest the correspondences and links between them. The
site was launched by Professor Kathy Laster, Executive Director
of the Victoria Law Foundation (which also funded the site) at
Melbourne Law School on Empire Day, 24th of May. Following
the launch, legal historian Dr J.M. Bennett described the
processes behind researching and writing his Lives of the
Australian Chief Justices series, and vigorously argued for the
importance of judicial biography and legal history. It is hoped
that Legal History Resources Online will go some way towards
promoting both this undervalued aspect of our history and some
of the University’s prime cultural collections.

1 Statutes for the Government of, and Administration of Justice in, NSW
and Van Diemen’s Land, 1823-42, Melbourne, Goode, 1843.

The following collections have recently come into the UMA.

Meanjin - C.B. Christesen
Accession no. 105/4; 67.25 metres (509 boxes + 9 cartons)

The literary and cultural affairs journal Meanjin was founded by
C.B. Christesen in Brisbane in 1940. In 1943 at the invitation of
the University of Melbourne he moved the journal to Melbourne
where it has been published under the auspices of the University
ever since. During Christesen’s 34-year editorship he published
the leading figures in Australian letters and introduced
Australian audiences to many international writers. This
accession includes the records of Christesen’s editorship,
including correspondence, manuscripts, news cuttings,
administration and subscription records. These records were
previously held in the Baillieu Library’s Special Collections.

University Conservatorium Old Students’ Association
Acc. no. 105/23; 0.07 metres (4 volumes, 2 files, photographs)

The University Conservatorium Old Students’ Association was
initiated at a meeting on the 27th of May 1921, at which a
possible constitution was considered. Its aims were to ‘foster the

bounds of friendship between former members of the
Conservatorium, to promote social intercourse and exchange
views and provide lectures, discussions etcetera in relation to
our Art’. One of the significant campaigns of the Association
was Music in Schools, on which a sub-committee worked
during 1936. Records include minutes of general meetings,
minutes of committee meetings, programs of concerts and
photographs.

Hay, William Gosse (1875-1945)
Accession no. 105/25; 2.9 metres (26 archive boxes, 2 vols)

William G. Hay was born in 1875 into a successful Adelaide
family with literary connections. Educated at Melbourne
Grammar and Trinity College, Cambridge, he decided to
become a writer and published his first novel, Stifled Laughter,
in 1901 before returning to Australia. Being of ‘independent
means’ he was able to devote himself to full-time writing and he
published six novels as well as short stories. The novels were all
set in the decade of the 1830s and deal with colonial themes
which he painstakingly researched. He died in South Australia
in 1945. Records include correspondence, both personal and
relating to his work, diaries, notebooks, manuscripts of all Hay’s
literary works, book reviews and biographical material.

Recent Accessions
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In 2005 the UMA has been working on a new project to
collect the personal papers of former Australian Prime
Minister Malcolm Fraser. This is part of a broader

relationship the University is forming with Mr Fraser, which will
eventuate in the collection of his substantial library of several
thousand volumes, in addition to the archival collections. His
library, which includes a strong focus on crime fiction and
political philosophy, is to be housed by the Law School.

Mr Fraser would be remembered by most for his time in
politics: as member for Wannon in Victoria’s Western District, as
Minister for the Army and later Minister for Defence, as
Minister for Education and Science, and ultimately as Prime
Minister from 1975 to 1983.

For many he will always be defined by the 1975 Whitlam
dismissal, his patrician manner or his famous quote that ‘life is
not meant to be easy’. However in recent years, Fraser has been
causing consternation among followers of politics and public
policy. The general opinion (even among former opponents such
as Bob Hawke) is that Fraser has drifted markedly to the left, an
opinion that Fraser himself does not share.

Most recently he was the subject of a motion to expel him at
the Young Liberals Conference, as a consequence of their disgust
at his publicly declared opposition to mandatory detention and
the Iraq war. In itself, this makes him a fascinating subject for a

collection, but consideration of his life since leaving office
reveals a man continuing to follow his political passions, and at
the centre of international events.

Following an unsuccessful run for the position of Secretary-
General of the Commonwealth in 1985, Fraser has worked for
several international bodies, including the Commonwealth
Group of Eminent Persons, and the United Nations Committee
for Trade and Disarmament, involving him in the end of

apartheid in South Africa, the aftermath of
civil war in the former Yugoslavia, and
democratic elections in Pakistan. In addition
to these official roles, he has further pursued
his social justice interests through his
chairmanship of the charities CARE Australia
and CARE International.

The personal papers may be roughly
grouped into three sections: family and pre-
political historical material, political and
contemporary records, and post-political
records. Apart from the political focus, the
records are strong on potential sources for
agricultural and automotive history.

The first group date from Fraser’s

Malcolm Fraser Collection

Peter Bode
Information Management Analyst, Record Services 

Malcolm and Tammie Fraser with the
University of Melbourne Chancellor, Ian
Renard (left) at the recent handover of
the Fraser collection. Photo by Peter
Casamento

Malcolm and Tammie Fraser with Prime Minister Robert
Menzies at Portland in 1958.
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The UMA Bulletin of March 2004 included a brief
article on the University’s Cultural Collections
project. Since that time much work has been done,

and there are plans afoot for the future.

The University’s 27 cultural collections include archive,
museum, library and science collections relating to disciplines
taught or researched at this institution since its founding in the
1850s. Many are still actively used for teaching, research and
recreation by the students, general and academic staff,
independent scholars and the public. Like all collections
however, they face challenges, such as the ongoing need for
preservation, good storage, cataloguing and easy access for
users. The establishment of a University-wide Cultural
Collections Committee and the appointment of a Cultural
Collections Officer and a Student Projects Co-ordinator are
providing support for the archivists, librarians, curators,
collection managers and departmental staff who care for these
precious resources, with the aim of addressing such issues in a
co-ordinated way.

For example, the Conservation and Storage Subcommittee,
comprising a group of collection staff chaired by Sue Fairbanks,
Deputy University Archivist, has drafted policy guidelines
applicable to all cultural collections across the institution. Each
collection will need to meet certain requirements including
clearly designated management and staff responsibilities, a
recognised code of ethics, acquisition, de-accession and loans
policies and procedures, significance assessment, copyright and
reproduction guidelines, access arrangements and a disaster
preparedness and recovery plan. These minimum standards
recognise the need for University-wide consistency in these core
areas, while still allowing flexibility to accommodate the very
different nature, history and usage patterns of the various
collections.

While many of the collections are accessed on a daily basis by
undergraduates in the course of their normal curriculum (for
example, the Herbarium is constantly used by Botany students
and the Harry Brookes Allen Museum of Anatomy and
Pathology is an essential resource for students of medicine,
physiotherapy, dentistry and nursing) and others by postgraduate
researchers (particularly Special Collections and the UMA),
there is also great scope for students to work behind-the-scenes
with collections staff.

Students enrolled in the new Master of Cultural Materials
Conservation degree have been undertaking condition

assessments and treatments of collection objects for their
practical subjects. In this way the collections benefit and the
students gain real-world experience in working with important
artefacts, addressing not only the physical requirements of the
object but those sometimes knotty issues of significance, history
of use, integrity, ethics and moral rights which arise in working
with collections. Each collection manager also has a designated
conservator in the Centre for Cultural Materials Conservation to
contact in the first instance for advice on preservation and
conservation matters.

In April 2005 Helen Arnoldi took up the new role of Student
Projects Co-ordinator to provide more extensive opportunities
for students to work with the cultural collections. By having a

University of Melbourne
Cultural Collections Project

Belinda Nemec, Cultural Collections Officer, and
Helen Arnoldi, Student Projects Coordinator

Professor Emeritus Henry F. Atkinson MBE, Honorary
Curator of the Dental Museum, School of Dental
Science, with an early dental X-ray machine from the
Museum’s collection. Photo by Peter Casamento
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Picturing the Authors of MUP

Jason Benjamin
Coordinator, General Reference and Outreach

Professor Chris Wallace-Crabbe,
Image ID103/131.

In late 2004 over 80 framed
portraits of Melbourne
University Press (MUP) authors

were transferred to the UMA. These
images were originally collected for
publicity purposes and many, no doubt,
appeared on dust jackets and promotional
material before being framed to adorn the
corridors of the MUP building. The
portraits are a visual reminder of the
many gifted authors who have been an
integral part of MUP’s history and its
success as a publisher.

MUP was originally established in
1921 to replace the unsatisfactory
arrangements the University had with
booksellers for the supply of books to
staff and students. Starting operations in
1922, MUP initially supplied the
University community with textbooks,
notebooks, stationery and apparatus. It
was not long before MUP developed its
own publishing program, the first
publication being a set of notes for the
Physics School in 1922 titled Practical
Physics. The first monograph was Myra
Willard’s History of the White Australia
Policy, published in 1923.

During the early 1940s MUP began to
abandon many of its fringe activities to
concentrate on the policy of making the
Press a first-rate publishing house in the
academic field. In January 2003
Melbourne University Press became
Melbourne University Publishing
Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of the
University of Melbourne.

In the eight decades since MUP
launched its first monograph, over 1000
titles have been published under the
imprints of MUP and The Miegunyah
Press. The authors of these works have
included some of Australia’s leading
academics and writers. Prominent among

Professor Janet McCalman, Image

ID103/131.

these are A.D. Hope, Sir Frank
Macfarlane Burnet, Professor Janet
McCalman, Sir Zelman Cowen and
Professor Chris Wallace-Crabbe to name
but a few. The portraits complement the
records of MUP held by the UMA.

As a tribute to the many authors who
have helped MUP become one of the
leading academic publishers in Australia,
a number of these portraits are being
exhibited in a rotating display at
University House, University of
Melbourne, until December 2005.
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